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We are living in the age of 
convenience, technology and 
the virtual environment are 
making everyday life simpler 
and faster.

People’s need and desire for 
practical solutions are 
growing like never before.

THAT IS NO TIME 
FOR INEFFICIENCY

1 Introduction
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THE CHALLENGE OF DESIGNING EXPERIENCES

Strive to create a customer-oriented 
culture

Inaccurate information to predict customer 
affluence peaks

Different systems to operate without a 
proper integration

Elevated risk of loosing clients caused by 
service inefficiency

Source: McKinsey Analysis
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1.1 How to face those challenges

ǩ Refines every service touchpoint improving 
   the overall customer journey’s quality.

ǩ Empowers the frontline employees with 
   user-friendly tools and useful information.

ǩ Improves the environment aesthetics 
   organising waiting queues.

ǩ Based on the latest technologies, it is 
   scalable and flexible, able to evolve together 
   with the organisation.

ǩ Amplifies the organisation’s knowledge, 
   allows managers to apply a sophisticated 
   measurement model and make data-driven 
   decisions.

HOW BLOOM UPGRADES THE 
SERVICE PERFORMANCE



Bloom enables organisations to shape their customer 
journeys, measure relevant metrics for service 
efficiency improvement, and co-create value through 
customer feedback analysis.
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Interactive and user-friendly

Convenient and organised

Informative and personal

Boost service performance 

Empower the frontline 

Enhance the customer flow
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2

Customer Flow is the pattern people take in order 
to accomplish success within a service context.

The Customer Flow

CONGRUENCY

CLARITY CHOICE COMMITMENT CONFIDENCE

CENTEREDNESS CHALLENGE



Optimised Customer Flow2.1
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ǩ Adaptable to a large diversity of industries

ǩ Modular and scalable system 

ǩ Perfectly accommodates the customer flow 
   changes

ǩ Unites savvy software and beautifully designed  
   hardware

ǩ All customer interfaces allow multilingual 
   configuration.

ǩ Can be easily integrated with other systems

FEEDBACK

PRE-ARRIVAL

MANAGEMENT

SERVICE

ARRIVAL

WAITING
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System components3

Designing and delivering valuable experiences 
become much easier with the complete and 
integrated solution provided by Bloom.
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Bloom Appointments3.1

Bloom Appointments allows professionals 
to manage appointments and give their 
customers a better experience through 
self-service scheduling.

ǩ It saves time for organisations, staff, and 
   customers

ǩ Online scheduling is both cost-effective 
   for the organisation and convenient for the 
   customer (24/7 access)

ǩ Savvy communication tools reducing the 
   risk of no-shows

Appointment 
scheduling 
on-site, through a 
ticket dispenser



As a web-based system, Bloom Appointments can be 
accessed through any device with a web browser.

This system allows to:

ǩ Easily check the status of each scheduled 
   appointment

ǩ Access customers’ profiles, and their 
   historical record

ǩ Seamlessly conciliate both unexpected and 
   expected customers

ǩ Automatic notifications for both staff and 
   customers

ǩ Customisation of customers interface to 
   fit the business’s design line

10
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Bloom Virtual Ticket3.2

Bloom Virtual Ticket allows customers to remotely 
queue for their turn, while continuing with their day 
to day life. 

Select a location

Location 1

Location 2

Location 3

Location 
selection

Ticket 
details

Service 
selectionA - Service 1

B - Service 2

C - Service 3

D - Service 4

Select a service

A 024

Ticket info



Through the application, customers can:

ǩ Check the waiting conditions in real-time 
   before generating a ticket
ǩ Search by site or service, based on their 
   geographic position
ǩ Receive in-app notifications
ǩ Cancel the ticket at any time

12
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Ticket dispensers
Ticket Dispensers are a simple self-service solution for 
customers to enter the queuing process.

Ticket Kiosks3.3

13
TOUCH 10’’ / 15’’ WALLMOUNT 15’’ COMPACT 10’’

Support options: 
Desk stand, wall mount, 
or floor stand.
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Fully-customizable contents

Multilingual interface

Compatible with any thermal paper 
roll with a width of 57 mm, a 
diameter of 80 mm maximum, and 
a core of 11 mm
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ANDROID APPLICATION

NO PAPER NEEDED

Tablet Kiosk
Tablet Kiosk is a simple and paperless solution for 
tickets generation.

No paper? How Tablet Kiosk will deliver the ticket?

ǩ It shows a virtual ticket in the tablet’s screen

ǩ After collecting contact data from customers, it sends 
   them an SMS or email with their ticket details

ǩ After collecting an identification element from 
   customers, Bloom can later display that element 
   in the displays



Footer
(RSS or text feed)

Logo + Date & Time

Multimedia
+

Queue management
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Waiting area displays3.4

The waiting conditions can be improved by placing 
displays showing dynamic content, and notifying 
customers when it is their turn.
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Digital Signage integration
Bloom can be integrated with third-party digital signage systems. 
This integration can easily be accomplished by HTML5, or via API.

Your Digital 
Signage system

Bloom Queuing 
system

YOUR DIGITAL
SIGNAGE SYSTEM

YOUR DIGITAL SIGNAGE SYSTEM
+ 

BLOOM QUEUING SYSTEM

BLOOM
QUEUING SYSTEM
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Counter displays3.5

Counter displays can be used to identify the respective 
counter or the last called ticket, so when customers are 
called they will know exactly where they need to go.

The LED displays will highlight the 
last called ticket. It is a PoE device.



QM-PAD3.6

QM-PAD is an user-friendly application 
intended for tellers to call and manage 
tickets in the assigned queues.
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Pause ticket

Cancel ticket

Ticket information

Fill in a form

Call next ticket

Recall current ticket

End service

Transfer ticket Service
timer

Time when the current 
ticket was generated

Number of waiting 
tickets by queue



Bloom Concierge3.7

Empowering staff members with this application, habilitates 
them to approach customers, listen to what they came to 
do, and help them to enter the queuing process.

Through Bloom Concierge, the frontline is able to:

ǩ Check real-time information about the waiting conditions

ǩ Generate a ticket for the customer, and fill any required 
   information

ǩ Schedule an appointment for the customer

ǩ Help a customer to check in for a previously scheduled 
   appointment

20



Bloom Extender3.8
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Bloom Extender is a multifunction application for 
Android tablets.

This application allows to:

ǩ Set contents for each moment: when customers 
   are called, while they are being served, and after 
   service

ǩ Display the last called ticket

ǩ Show a multimedia playlist

ǩ Display a survey to obtain customers feedback

FORMS

TICKET NUMBER

MULTIMEDIA
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System architecture4

Besides its high-customization features, Bloom has 
also an adaptable architecture to fit any organisation’s 
configuration.



Bloom Master | Standalone system4.1

The Bloom Master is the fundamental basis of 
the queue management system:

ǩ Manages the entire local queuing system

ǩ Provides real-time information, and access 
   useful statistics and historical data

ǩ Detects, installs and manages all the 
   additional components of the local system

ǩ Allows the system to be entirely autonomous 
   and independent of external connections
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Ticket 
dispenser

Switch

Bloom Master player

Screen

Counters with QM-PAD

Slave
Players

VPN

Access to backoffice
and statistics

TCP/IP

TCP/IP

HDMI

TCP/IP

A 03 B 05 E 02

TCP/IP

2 n1

Each location can have 
more than one Bloom 
Master, if necessary.



INTEL NUC COMPACT BOX WINDOWS PC
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Bloom Master Players
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1

A 03

2

A 03

Screen

LAN
Ticket
dispenser

Counters with
QM-PAD and
Bloom Extender

Access to
backoffice and

statistics

Bloom
Master

Location 1

21 3

Screen

LAN
Ticket
dispenser

Counters with
QM-PAD

Access to
backoffice and

statistics

Bloom
Master

Location 2

Bloom Appointments
widget

Bloom Virtual Ticket
application

Internet
/ VPN

Bloom Enterprise Server | Central Management4.2

It is also possible to control and manage a network 
of locations from a central-point, choosing from 
three different system architectures: 

a ) Decentralized processing
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Location 1 Location 2

Bloom Appointments widget Bloom Virtual Ticket application

Internet
/ VPN

Ticket
dispenser

Ticket
dispenser

Screen

Player

A 03

Screens

Slave Players

A 03

Screen

Counters with QM-PAD and
Bloom Extender

Counters with QM-PAD

Player

1 2 1 2 3

b ) Centralized processing
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1

A 03

2

A 03Screen

LAN

Ticket
dispenser

Counters with
QM-PAD and
Bloom Extender

Access to
backoffice and

statistics

Bloom
Master

Location with local processing unit

Bloom Appointments
widget

Bloom Virtual Ticket
application

A 03

Screen

QM-PAD Extender

Location without local processing unit

Screen

Player Player

Ticket
dispenser

Service A - Counter 2

A 025

Internet
/ VPN

Phisical 
master 
controller

Virtual master controller

Estatísticas
e Dashboard

Comunicações
e integrações comuns

(API)

c ) Hybrid solution



Local system backoffice | Master5
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Visualise real-time 
information about every 

service queue

Access historical data and 
statistics displayed by 

interactive charts

Setup and configure every 
system device

Create and manage 
services and counters

Customize every 
end user interfaces

Manage all system’s 
users and assign different 

roles

5
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Services

ǩ Create unlimited number of services

ǩ Allow priority tickets generation for each service

ǩ  Set key performance indicators for each service

Counters

ǩ Create unlimited number of counters

ǩ Assign services to each counter

ǩ Prioritise services in a counter

Devices

ǩ Easily scan for devices connected to the network

ǩ Customise the customer interfaces

ǩ Assess the device’s connection status

Management5.1
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Forms

ǩ Multiple applications: for registration, 
   collecting information during the service, 
   or for customer feedback after the service

ǩ Question types: text, multiple choices, single  
   choice, or scale

ǩ Displayed at Ticket Dispensers, Tablet   
   Kiosks,  Bloom Concierge, QM-PAD, and 
   Bloom Extender

Assets5.2
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Gallery
Where multimedia contents like images and 
videos are stored.

Playlists
Displays an ordered set of multimedia contents 
and HTML pages.

Feeds
Displays text messages or updated online 
content (RSS feeds) on the displays.

Pages
Inform and guide customers by adding a text 
content page to services within the ticket 
dispensers.



Users

ǩ Unlimited number of users

ǩ Assign counters to specific users

ǩ Assign roles to specific users

Roles

ǩ Create new roles or choose between 
   the default options

ǩ Set permissions for each role

ǩ Edit or delete a role at any time

32

Permissions5.3



Notifications for staff

Bloom can be configured to, among other events, send 
automatic notifications to the staff when:

ǩ A new ticket is generated

ǩ A new ticket is generated in services without waiting tickets

ǩ The established KPI’s are exceeded

ǩ QM-PAD users exceed the maximum service time

ǩ A ticket dispenser is under maintenance

ǩ A ticket dispenser’s paper roll is about to end, or has ended

33

Communication5.4
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Message Centre for customers

The Message Centre allows the 
configuration of automatic messages 
to be sent to customers

Bloom can send an automatic
message when:

ǩ A ticket is generated

ǩ The customer’s turn is coming

ǩ A customer is called

ǩ Service has ended

ǩ A ticket is paused in Bloom Concierge
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SMS

With an account in a SMS 
messaging service 

provider and pre-paid SMS, 
it is possible to configure 
this integration to send 

targeted text messages to 
customers.

EMAIL

With an email service 
provider, it is possible to 
configure this integration 

to send targeted email 
messages to customers.

ACTIVE DIRECTORY

The Active Directory 
integration allows to 

validate users in Bloom.

API

Via API, Bloom can 
be easily integrated with 

third-party systems,
interacting in either

a passive or active way.

5.5 System Integrations



System Backups
Backups of the system can be complete or partial, 
allowing to backup: data, configurations, and assets. 

System Logs
Bloom’s system logs record every event and user action 
in the system.

Translations
By creating frontend languages, it is possible to translate 
customer interfaces to any language.

Voice call
When customers are called, it is possible to resource to 
the voice calling feature to better alert them.

Other features5.6

36



Central management backoffice | Bloom Enterprise Server6
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6

Create and manage 
locations

Access each Bloom 
Master’s backoffice

Replicate data and
configurations between

Bloom Masters and
their devices

Access a global overview 
of the entire network 

status

Check statistics of each 
location or a group of

locations

Manage and configure 
pre-arrival modules (Bloom 

Virtual Ticket and Bloom 
Appointments)



Masters
Access the Bloom Master of each location 
to check its local queue status, configure 
components, and edit settings.

Virtual Ticket
Define the conditions for customers to 
generate virtual tickets: geographic 
position, minimum waiting time, and 
minimum number of waiting tickets. 

Replication
As an extreme example of Bloom’s 
usability, with the replication feature it 
is possible to easily replicate one Bloom 
Master configuration to other locations, 
despite how many and where they are 
installed.

38

Queue Management6.1



Manage Appointments
Staff can schedule and manage 
appointments, check those 
submitted by customers and 
their status, and register new 
customers in the system.

39

Appointments6.2



Scheduling Flow
This page allows the design of the 
information flow required from 
customer/staff while scheduling 
an appointment.

Widget
Easily incorporate the customer 
interface to schedule appointments 
in a website by integrating the HTML 
code of the Bloom Appointment’s 
widget. 

40



To improve the consistency of the information across 
different modules, the Essentials section centralizes the 
configuration of system’s shared elements: resources, 
staff, customers, and assets.
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Managing shared resources6.3



Transform data into performance7

Effectively manage and measure customer service 
experience with Bloom’s data and statistics tools. 
Access interactive charts with advanced historical 
analytics and real-time information to drive 
service performance.

42



Queue management

ǩ�Number of generated tickets and their 
   current status

ǩ�Average waiting time per service and comparison  
   with related KPI’s

ǩ�Tickets generation throughout the current day

Appointments

ǩ�Number of appointments per status

ǩ�Appointments per location

ǩ�Appointments per service

Server

ǩ�Status of the server’s hardware

ǩ�Synchronisation status of each Bloom Master

ǩ�System version of each Bloom Master
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Dashboard7.1



Bloom’s platform provides tools 
to collect, analyse, and act on 
feedback in a complete system 
for measurement of the customer 
journey.

Centrally, the system has the same 
data and statistics features of the 
local backoffice, but with an essential 
increment, it compiles data from the 
entire network, including Bloom 
Appointments module.
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Data and Statistics7.2



PERFORMANCE

ǩ�Waiting and service time by service, 
   counter, or day of the week

ǩ�Waiting time variation

ǩ�Service time variation

ǩ�Time on site variation

ǩ�Number of ticket pauses and 
   transfers

ǩ�Ticket transfers flow

TICKETS

ǩ�Generated tickets heatmap 
   throughout the year

ǩ�Generated tickets by service

ǩ�Generated tickets by device type

APPOINTMENTS

ǩ�Appointments confirmation time

ǩ�Scheduled appointments

STAFF

ǩ�Service time by user

ǩ�Served tickets by user

ǩ�Session details by user (active time, 
   inactive time, and suspended time)

ǩ�Staff breaks motives and total time

FORMS

ǩ�Customer satisfaction

ǩ�Answers submission rate

ǩ�Scale questions results

ǩ�Single choice questions results

ǩ�Multiple choice questions results

45



Lists

Access detailed information about tickets, 
appointments, staff, forms, and customers.

Reports

Bloom’s reports is a tool developed to keep 
managers and leaders informed about service 
performance.
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ǩ�Download reports as PDF 
and/or CSV file

ǩ�Configure automated reports 
to be sent by email

It only takes one click to 
download the generated lists 
converted into CSV files
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